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Welcome to The Classroom-Based Performance Assessment (CBPA) Sample Tasks for
the Arts training and implementation booklet. These tasks are part of the Washington
Classroom-Based Assessment System (WCBA) at the Office of Superintendent of Public
Instruction (OSPI).

Performance Assessments require students to construct their own answers in some
method and form of creating, performing, and responding to the assessment task and
expectations. The sample task and supplemental materials included in this booklet were
selected from 60 tasks developed by the Arts Assessment Leadership Team (AALT) from
January 2002 to October 2003. These tasks have been developed for the four arts disciplines
of dance, music, theatre, and visual arts at each of the benchmark levels of Grades 5, 8, and
10 (high school).

This CBPA Arts task was piloted across Washington State in remote, rural, suburban, and
urban school districts in all nine Educational Service Districts in November and December
2004. The resulting student samples went through Rangefinding where student samples were
selected for the Anchor, Practice, and Qualifying Sets from over 150,000 samples during
January 2005.

The purpose of this student sample assessment task is four-fold. The CBPA student samples
do the following:

1. Inform teachers immediately if students know and are able to do what is expected of
them to demonstrate their understanding at the benchmark;

2. Inform teachers regarding their instruction, i.e., strengths, weaknesses, and gaps to
be addressed;

3. Enhance and become a part of instruction and a tool to measure if learning has
occurred and how well; and

4. Model high quality classroom-based performance assessments by including:
a. Directions for Administration.
b. Rubrics for scoring.
c. Exemplars as samples for future development in classrooms and districts.

In order to assist you in your efforts in understanding and using these tasks, please do not
hesitate to access our Web site at http://www.k12.wa.us/CurriculumInstruct/arts for contact
information and sample tasks for viewing. We believe that these arts CBPAs will inform,
teach, inspire, and promote arts education in each and every classroom, school, and district
that has the incentive and vision to use them. We welcome your feedback, and look forward to
your participation as leaders in your district and participants in our statewide efforts to
promote, implement, and measure arts instruction in Washington State for all learners.

Most sincerely,

Greg Hall AnnRené Joseph
Assistant Superintendent, Program Supervisor, The Arts
Assessment and Research Curriculum, Instruction, Assessment

ajoseph@ospi.wednet.edu
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Directions for Administering the
Washington Classroom-Based Performance Assessment (WCBPA)

Arts Performance Assessment
Grade 8 Theatre
Animal Crackers

Introduction

This document contains information essential to the administration of the Washington
Classroom-Based Performance Assessment (WCBPA) Arts Performance Assessment of
Theatre, Grade 8, Animal Crackers. Prior to administration, all students should have
received instruction in the skills and concepts being assessed. Please read this information
carefully before administering the performance assessment.

Test Administration Expectations

• This assessment item is to be incorporated into classroom instruction.
• This assessment item is to be administered in a safe, appropriately supervised

environment following district policy and procedures.
• Accommodations based upon student IEP or 504 plan determine the administration of

this assessment.

Description of the Performance Assessment

Students taking this performance assessment will respond to a performance task.

• Performance tasks ask the students to individually create and perform a solo
performance based on the criteria outlined in the task. All performances must be
recorded by videotape to facilitate scoring and to document each student’s
performance.

• Short-answer questions ask the students to supply a response that may be written or
verbal. All verbal responses must be recorded to facilitate scoring and to document
each student’s performance.

Materials and Resources

Teachers will need the following materials and resources to complete this performance
assessment:

• classroom set of reproduced student tasks, including the glossary,
• classroom set of reproduced student response sheets,
• one pencil per student, and
• video recorder and tape.

Teacher Preparation Guidelines

• This assessment is a solo/individual performance.
• Reproduce a classroom set of student task directions, glossary of terms, and student

response sheets found in the Student Task Booklet.
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• Assign to each student a student partner who will watch the student performance
and provide feedback to the student performer.

• The student performance must be videotaped for this assessment.
• Video setup needs to be in a defined space, so the performer can be seen at all times.

If the performer’s face cannot be seen, “expression” cannot be evaluated in the rubric.
• As an option to a written response, video or audio recording may be used at the

teacher’s discretion. Students being recorded need to be coached to face the recording
device when responding. Students must have a copy of the response sheet when being
recorded.

• Students may dictate response sheet answers for the teachers to scribe.
• The teacher’s role during taping is to read questions. Students may use resources

that are visible in the testing classroom, but the teacher may not prompt or coach
students during the assessment.

• Students should be prompted to clearly say their name/number and their current
grade level into the recording device before they begin their performance and
response.

• Students who respond in writing must include their name/number on the response
sheet.

Recommendation for Time Management

Teachers may administer the task in the way that is most practical for their classroom and the
allotted time periods. The following three-day model is an example of how to administer
the task. This task should be administered in 2 to 3 days. The time frame is based on a 45–60
minute class session for specialist and classroom teachers. Each individual instructor
should tailor the administration of the task to his/her available class time and
schedule.

Day One Estimated Time:
• 15 minutes: The teacher provides the class with the task and reads it aloud.

The students may ask questions. The teacher answers any questions asked.
• 15 minutes: The students choose an animal character to be the mascot and

develop their audition.
• 5 minutes: Each student performs for their assigned partner, who will provide

the student with feedback about their performance.
• 10 minutes: The students refine their storytelling performance incorporating

feedback received.

Day Two Estimated Time:
• 5 minutes: The students rehearse their audition.
• 35 minutes: Each student performs their audition, which the teacher records.

Day Three Estimated Time:
• 5 minutes: The teacher distributes response sheets to the students.
• 15 minutes: The students prepare their verbal or written response.
• 5 minutes: The teacher collects the papers of the students who respond 

in writing.
• 20 minutes: The teacher records the responses of the students who 

respond verbally.
5
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Test Administration

Students may have as much time as they need to complete the task. All students who
remain productively engaged in the task should be allowed to finish their work. In some cases, a
few students may require considerably more time to complete the task than most students;
therefore, you may wish to move these students to a new location to finish. In other cases, the
teacher’s knowledge of some students’ work habits or special needs may suggest that students
who work very slowly should be tested separately or grouped with similar students for the test.

Provide the class with the reproduced student tasks prior to beginning the task. The students
will receive the task that follows. Instruct the students to look at the task. Have the students
read the directions to themselves as you read them aloud. Answer any questions the students
may have before you instruct them to begin.

Say: Today you will take the Grade 8 Washington Classroom-Based
Performance Assessment (WCBPA) Arts Performance Assessment of
Theatre entitled “Animal Crackers.”
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Animal Crackers

The company president explains that you need to meet the following task requirements when
you create your audition.

• Choose your animal character to be the mascot.
• Create an audition that is 2 minutes in length.
• Introduce your character and the cracker product by name.
• Describe the benefits of the new cracker.
• End by reminding your audience to buy the new cracker.
• Use appropriate movements to communicate your animal character:

• realistic, large, animal movements,
• gestures,
• posture,
• facial expression, and
• blocking.

The company president explains that you need to meet the following task requirements when
performing your audition:

• Use your character’s voice to catch the audience’s attention and encourage them to
buy the new cracker. You can use interesting animal sounds as well as words. You will
need to use these voice skills:
• projection,
• expression,
• articulation, and
• rate.

• Stay in character throughout the audition.

The Crispy Animal Cracker Company is looking for an exciting animal character to be
the mascot for its new product. The company president will decide which animal
character becomes the company’s new advertising mascot. You want to be chosen as
the mascot and will need to audition.

You will need to choose and portray an animal for the advertisement. The animal will
taste a new cracker and describe its qualities. The company president is looking for a
mascot with realistic animal movements and a convincing animal voice.

You will have time to perform your audition and get feedback from your assigned
partner. Then, you will use the feedback to improve your audition before you have to
perform it on videotape. When you finish your audition, you will be asked to describe
the choices you made as an actor to sell the product and to improve your performance.
If your audition is successful, you will be chosen as the mascot, starring in the new
advertising campaign.

GoOn
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The company president requires that you meet the following task requirements when
responding about your audition:

• Describe the process you used to develop your audition.
• Identify two ways you improved your performance.
• Give evidence from the performance to support the improvements you made to your

performance.
• Use theatre vocabulary correctly.

You will have 15 minutes to choose an animal character to be the mascot and create the
audition. Then you will have 5 minutes to perform your audition for your assigned partner
and receive feedback. You will have 10 minutes to find at least two ways to improve your
performance and adjust your audition. Then you will perform the audition, which will be
videotaped. Finally, you will have 15 minutes to prepare your response.

GoOn
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

First way:

Second way:

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

STOP
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Washington Classroom-Based Performance Assessment (WCBPA)
Arts Performance Assessment

Grade 8
Animal Crackers 
Theatre Glossary

articulation—the clear and precise pronunciation of words

blocking—the coordination of the actor’s movements within the space (stage)

character—a person, animal, or thing in a scene, story, or play

expression—how the character says words to show feeling

facial expression—movements of the face that express emotions or ideas

gesture—a movement of the hands and/or legs that communicates character

inflection/pitch—the use of high and low sounds in speech

movement—facial expressions, hand gestures, and whole-body movements that express and
create character

posture—the position of the actor’s body

projection/volume—using appropriate loud and soft sounds as a character

rate—how slowly and quickly words are spoken

rehearsal—the period of time used to prepare a play for performance before an audience

voice—an actor’s use of articulation, projection, expression, inflection, and rate to create a
character



Scoring Guide
Guide 8 Theatre
Animal Crackers

(2005)
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Performing—Voice Rubric (1.2) 

4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding of voice
skills by meeting all of the four task requirements listed below:
• uses projection effectively,
• uses expression consistently,
• uses articulation proficiently, and
• uses rate accurately.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding of voice
skills in the audition by meeting three of the four task requirements listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding of voice
skills in the audition by meeting two of the four task requirements listed above.

1 A 1-point response: The student shows a minimal understanding of voice skills in
the audition by meeting one of the four task requirements listed above.

0 A 0-point response: The student shows no understanding of voice skills in the
audition by meeting none of the four task requirements listed above,
OR
The student does not use voice to create an animal character.

Introduction to the Scoring Guide

This booklet includes training sets of anchor, practice, and qualifying sample responses. The
responses will be used to instruct teachers how to score student responses using the rubrics
provided.

Rubrics 
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Performing—Movement Rubric (1.2) 

4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding of
movement skills by meeting all of the four task requirements listed below:
• uses body movement effectively,
• uses gestures proficiently,
• uses facial expression clearly, and
• uses blocking accurately.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding of
movement skills in the audition by meeting three of the four task requirements
listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding of
movement skills in the audition by meeting two of the four task requirements
listed above.

1 A 1-point response: The student shows a minimal understanding of movement
skills in the audition by meeting one of the four task requirements listed above.

0 A 0-point response: The student shows no understanding of movement skills in the
audition by meeting none of the four task requirements listed above,
OR
The student does not use movement to create an animal character.

Responding Rubric (2.1) 

4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding of the
creative process in the response by meeting all of the four task requirements listed
below:
• describes fully the process used to develop the audition,
• identifies clearly two ways the performance was improved after feedback,
• gives evidence from the audition to support the improvements, and
• uses theatre vocabulary correctly.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding of the
creative process in the response by meeting three of the four task requirements
listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the
creative process in the response by meeting two of the four task requirements
listed above.

1 A 1-point response: The student demonstrates a minimal understanding of the
creative process in the response by meeting one of the four task requirements listed
above.

0 A 0-point response: The student demonstrates no understanding of the creative
process in the response by meeting none of the four task requirements listed above.
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Scoring Notes

The following scoring notes should be used as a guideline when scoring this item.

• On the Responding Rubric:

• “Improvements” and “specific examples” can be found anywhere on the written
response page and still be acceptable.

• The improvement plan (the second bullet) does not necessarily need to correlate to
the performance to be credited; whether or not it correlates will be assessed in
regard to the third bullet.

• To be credited for the third bullet (“gives evidence from the audition to support the
improvement plan”), the response needs to give examples from the audition of the
student’s attempts to improve.
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Anchor Responses and Annotations

Student Samples Scoring Note

Some of the samples include student work that illustrates how students interpreted the
directions. Student responses are authentic and may contain spelling errors in order to
demonstrate the type of response a teacher would see and score. Authentic work during
scoring training allows scorers to see that grammar and spelling are not considered when a
score is given, unless the scorer is unable to interpret its meaning.

Purpose of Anchor Set

The set of anchor responses is made up of exemplars, examples of student responses at each
score point. Each anchor response has been previously scored and includes an annotation that
provides an explanation about the rationale for scoring.



1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

Anchor #1

16

When I was designing the process of my audition, there were various factors influencing my

animal choice. To decide on the animal I wanted to be, I thought about what would be the

easiest when it came to animal traits. I decided to be a pig because thy snort, and are an

easy animal to portray. In conclusion, I have gone through many detailed steps to create my

character. 

First way: I improved my performance after receiving feedback by concentrating on my

audience. Instead of looking at the ground, I would look straight at the camera. By doing this,

the audience knows you are talking to them, and not the floor or ceiling.

Second way: I improved my performance after receiving feedback by raising my voice.

Instead of the audience craning their necks to hear me, I increased my volume. This way, I

can be heard, and have more confidence. I think this will help my final performance.

I think I conducted my final performance well after I got the feedback from my partner. I

felt that I looked at the camera at the whole time and not at the floor. When we watched the

audition over again, I was connecting with the audience more than the props. Also, my voice

was very clear. I could hear myself clearly and understand every word. Therefore, I think I

did a good job on the audition.
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Anchor #1 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing all four
of the task requirements. In her performance of “Patsy the Pig,” the student uses projection
effectively, uses expression consistently (notably through the use of grunting), uses
articulation proficiently, and uses rate accurately (varying her speeds). Completing all four
task requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
all four of the task requirements. In the performance, the student effectively uses facial
expressions, gestures (reaching into cupboards, opening doors), body movements (when
feeding herself), and blocking. Completing all four task requirements earns the performance
four points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 4
This response earns the score of 4 on the Responding Rubric for completing all four of the
task requirements. The response meets the first task requirement by describing exactly the
process used to develop the audition (the response is a very well-written explanation of
choosing an animal and describing the process). Additionally, the response meets two more
task requirements by identifying two improvements (to look into the camera, and to raise the
volume of her voice) and giving evidence from the audition that supports the improvements
cited. Finally, the response meets the fourth task requirement by using theatre vocabulary
correctly (audition, portray, character, feedback, performance). Completing all four task
requirements earns the response four points on this rubric.



Anchor #2
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

I asked [my partner] to look at my blocking to what I said. and had her give me some addvis

First way: I put in animal walks

Second way: I put in animal move ment like pouncing.

I walked like a monkey to each side of the stage. I jumped on a cracker to caught it.
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Anchor #2 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing all four
of the task requirements. In her performance of “Mesl the Monkey,” the student uses
projection effectively, uses expression consistently (notably the typical monkey sounds), uses
articulation proficiently, and uses rate accurately (varying her speeds at appropriate times).
Completing all four task requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
all four of the task requirements. In the performance, the student effectively uses facial
expressions (shaking her head, making monkey faces), gestures (beating the chest), body
movements, and blocking. Completing all four task requirements earns the performance four
points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 3
This response earns the score of 3 on the Responding Rubric for completing three of the four
task requirements. The response first meets two task requirements by identifying two
improvements (better animal walks and pouncing movements) and giving evidence from the
audition that supports the improvements cited (in the performance, she “walked like a
monkey” and “jumped on a cracker”). Additionally, the response meets a third task
requirement by using theatre vocabulary correctly (blocking, movement). No further credit
can be awarded because the response does not describe at least three steps of the process used
to develop the audition (only “blocking” is mentioned). Completing three of the four task
requirements earns the response three points on this rubric.
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

The process I used to develop my audition was thinking tottally random thooghts on the top of

my head. First I thought of my faveriot animal and found a name that sounds like it. Then I

created the animal movements. Lost, since I don’t know what a wallabe sounds like I took a

acent from the place were the animal lives.

First way: I kept my voice in tack, didn’t change change the tone.

Second way: I needed to say my name which was Wally the Wallabe.

I didn’t forget to keep my voice and I said my name “Wally the Wallabe”. I think that it

helped a lot to practice those two things for my final performance
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Anchor #3 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing all four
of the task requirements. In his performance of a wallabee, the student uses projection
effectively, uses expression consistently (notably the Australian accent), uses articulation
proficiently, and uses rate accurately. Completing all four task requirements earns the
performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
all four of the task requirements. In the performance, the student effectively uses facial
expressions (very animated), gestures (slapping things, pointing, slapping his own face), body
movements (hopping and walking), and blocking. Completing all four task requirements earns
the performance four points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 4
This response earns the score of 4 on the Responding Rubric for completing all four of the
task requirements. The response meets the first task requirement by describing exactly the
process used to develop the audition (including thoughts about the animal, voice, and
movements). Additionally, the response meets two more task requirements by identifying two
improvements (to keep his voice constant and say his name) and giving evidence from the
audition that supports the improvements cited. Finally, the response meets the fourth task
requirement by using theatre vocabulary correctly (audition, voice, performance). Completing
all four task requirements earns the response four points on this rubric.



Anchor #4
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

I chose a lion because Lions are cute and they are the fesiest animal in the Jungle if lions did

a comercial about Animal cracks then they could do it in a zoo cage and the lion could talk

about how their favorite food is animal crackers.

First way: I spoke louder so everyone could here me better.

Second way: Use more expression to show emosion and give carector life.

My finnal proformence was better then my practice proformence because I was well aware of

what I was going to do and I was a loud speaker.
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Anchor #4 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing all four
of the task requirements. In her performance of a lion, the student uses projection effectively,
uses expression consistently, uses articulation proficiently, and uses rate accurately.
Completing all four task requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
all four of the task requirements. In the performance, the student effectively uses facial
expressions (smiling, yawning), gestures (shaking head, gesturing), body movements (slouched
on ground at the beginning, then rising to her feet), and blocking. Completing all four task
requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 4
This response earns the score of 4 on the Responding Rubric for completing all four of the
task requirements. The response meets the first task requirement by describing exactly the
process used to develop the audition (including thoughts about the lion, the cage, and the
script). Additionally, the response meets two other task requirements by identifying two
improvements (to speak louder and use more expression) and giving evidence from the
audition that supports the improvements cited (by paying attention to the script and making
sure to be loud). Finally, the response meets the fourth task requirement by using theatre
vocabulary correctly (character, expression, performance). Completing all four task
requirements earns the response four points on this rubric.



Anchor #5
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

I thought about many different animal traits and characteristics while preparing my

performance for “Animal Crackers”. I played a dog so I started by thinking of things that

dogs do and observing my own dog. I noticed that dogs tend to have their tongues hang out of

their mouths (panting), run around in circles, and hate cats. I fit these into the facial

expressions and animal movements I used. Clearly, I spent a lot of time working on animal

traits and characteristics in my audition.

First way: I was absent a day so I did not have a partner

Second way:

Many of the dog traits I thought about were shown in my final performance of “Animal

Crackers” like when I ran around in circles and when I hated cats. I also tried to be like a

hyper dog because I would just keep talking.
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Anchor #5 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing all four
of the task requirements. In his performance of a dog, the student uses projection effectively,
uses expression consistently, uses articulation proficiently, and uses rate accurately.
Completing all four task requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
three of the four task requirements. In the performance, the student effectively uses facial
expressions (very animated), gestures (holds box, eats), and body movements (squats). No
further credit can be awarded because the performer does not effectively use blocking (no use
of general space). Completing three of the four task requirements earns the performance
three points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 3
This response earns the score of 3 on the Responding Rubric for completing three of the four
task requirements. The response meets the first task requirement by describing exactly the
process used to develop the audition (considering the animal’s traits, its character, expression,
and moves). Additionally, the response meets a second task requirement for giving evidence to
support its improvements (the performer ran in circles and made a point of hating cats) and a
third task requirement for using theatre vocabulary correctly (performance, expressions,
movements). No further credit can be awarded because the response does not identify
improvements made (in fact, the student states he had no partner and could not do this).
Completing three of the four task requirements earns the response three points on this rubric.



Anchor #6
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

The process I used to develop my audition was to think about the animal I was going to be. I

wanted to act, look like, and speak like my animal. I also wanted an animal that I felt was

like me. I chose the cat. I worked on meeting all the requirements. I also got props that were

appropriate. I tried using a lot of energy and I practiced making my voice louder because my

voice is usually very quiet.

First way:

Second way:

I think that I did very well for my performance. I was loud, energetic, and I acted like my

animal. I walked on all fours, I meowed, and I mentioned that the tiger was my relative. I

was absent the day that we practiced so I pretty much made up my audition as I went. I still

think I did pretty well for someone who didn’t practice.
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Anchor #6 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing three of
the four task requirements. In her performance of a cat, the student uses expression
consistently (notably by lowering and raising her voice), uses articulation proficiently, and
uses rate accurately (varying her speeds at appropriate times). No further credit can be
awarded because the student does not use projection effectively (the projection is inconsistent,
sometimes weak, and the words cannot always be heard). Completing three of the four task
requirements earns the performance three points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
three of the four task requirements. In the performance, the student effectively uses gestures,
body movements (crouching, lying on the floor), and blocking (moving to chair, changing
levels). No further credit can be awarded because the performer does not effectively use facial
expressions (minimal facial work). Completing three of the four task requirements earns the
performance three points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 3
This response earns the score of 3 on the Responding Rubric for completing three of the four
task requirements. The response first meets one task requirement by describing exactly the
process used to develop the audition (picking an animal, acting, looking and thinking like it,
practicing). Additionally, the response meets a second task requirement for identifying two
improvements (get louder and use more energy) and a third task requirement for using
theatre vocabulary correctly (energy, props). No further credit can be awarded because the
response does not give evidence to support the improvements cited, because the student
“didn’t practice” and did not improve. Completing three of the four task requirements earns
the response three points on this rubric.
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

I processed my characters personality depending on my animal, and what was simple,

realistic, and fun for my adition. First of all I found the voice sounded good if it was slow

and irritated. The movement was simple I only had to be slow. A sloth would be upside down

and independant. In conclusion, I went through many procedures to find my characters.

First way: I spoke louder

Second way: I used gestures such as dancing and cheering for football

I began by waking up and did gestures that showed I was sleeping. When I got to the part

where I ate the cracker I got hyper, louder and bounced around. So that was some

improvements.
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Anchor #7 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing two of
the four task requirements. In her performance of “Sammy the Sloth,” the student uses
expression consistently and articulation proficiently. No further credit can be awarded
because the student does not use projection effectively (too soft) and does not use rate
accurately (there is no change in rate). Completing two of the four task requirements earns
the performance two points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
three of the four task requirements. In the performance, the student effectively uses facial
expressions (a big smile), gestures (pointing, eating), and body movements (dancing). No
further credit can be awarded because the performer does not effectively use blocking (no use
of general space). Completing three of the four task requirements earns the performance
three points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 3
This response earns the score of 3 on the Responding Rubric for completing three of the four
task requirements. The response first meets one task requirement by describing exactly the
process used to develop the audition (picking an animal, considering voice and movements).
Additionally, the response meets a second task requirement for identifying two improvements
(speak louder and use dance/cheer) and a third task requirement for using theatre vocabulary
correctly (audition, movement, character). No further credit can be awarded because the
response does not give evidence to support the improvements cited, the response is
incomplete, and does not necessarily correlate to the performance. Completing three of the
four task requirements earns the response three points on this rubric.
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

I am a duck. I chose to be a duck because quacking is not that hard and neither is waddling.

Hippos are my favorite but they are hard to act out so I went to my second favorite; a duck.

First way: I was told that I did not have enough to say so I thought more and came 

up with flavors and the deals you can get.

Second way: Another thing I needed to improve on was the fact that I was too quiet. So I

am going to try to talk louder.

I was not as shy. I said more and I hopefully talked louder.
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Anchor #8 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing three 
of the four task requirements. In her performance of a duck, the student uses projection
effectively, uses articulation proficiently, and uses rate accurately. No further credit can be
awarded because the student does not use expression consistently (the performer used her
voice only, not a character’s). Completing three of the four task requirements earns the
performance three points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 1
This performance earns the score of 1 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
one of the four task requirements. In the performance, the student meets one task
requirement by effectively using body movements (flapping arms/wings like a duck). No
further credit can be awarded because the performance does not include the effective use of
facial expressions, gestures, or blocking. Completing one of the four task requirements earns
the performance one point on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 2
This response earns the score of 2 on the Responding Rubric for completing two of the four
task requirements. The response meets the two task requirements for identifying two
improvements (not being too quiet and saying more) and giving evidence to support the
improvements cited (she became less shy and talked louder). No further credit can be
awarded because the response does not describe exactly the process used to develop the
audition (the duck is mentioned but the process is not) and it does not use theatre vocabulary
correctly (nothing specific is used). Completing two of the four task requirements earns the
response two points on this rubric.
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

I told abut my crackers and how Delisious they are

First way: A told more way about the crackers

Second way: used more arm movement

I put them together and mad short monolge told how ok they were
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Anchor #9 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing two of
the four task requirements. In his performance of “Greg the Gorilla,” the student uses
projection effectively and articulation proficiently. No further credit can be awarded because
the student does not use expression consistently (the voice was a boy, not a character) and
does not use rate accurately (there is no change in rate). Completing two of the four task
requirements earns the performance two points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 1
This performance earns the score of 1 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
one of the four task requirements. In the performance, the student meets one task
requirement by effectively using gestures (swinging arms, pointing fingers). No further credit
can be awarded because the performance does not include the effective use of facial
expressions, body movements (just nervous movement), or blocking (no use of general space).
Completing one of the four task requirements earns the performance one point on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 2
This response earns the score of 2 on the Responding Rubric for completing two of the four
task requirements. The response meets the two task requirements for identifying two
improvements (to include the bit about the cracker and use more arm movements) and using
theatre vocabulary correctly (monologue, arm movements). No further credit can be awarded
because the response does not describe exactly the process used to develop the audition
(talked about crackers, not the process) and it does not give evidence to support the
improvements cited (the answer is incomplete). Completing two of the four task requirements
earns the response two points on this rubric.
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

To develop my audition I took 3 step process. I concidered my movement, and my behaviors. I

was a pig, so I stayed pretty stationary. I was also kind of Quiet, like a pig, but that was

also probly because I was nerveus. I had to also had to get my props. I had borrowed an

animal crackers box from someone in my class. I had a pen, and paper, as well, for my

props. In conclusision these 3 things helped me devolop my audition.

First way: First, I tried to speak louder, because my partner said I was too quiet.

Second way: Then I tried to show more expression, though I didn’t get too far with THAT.

These were not demonstrated, because I didn’t really get all the way through my preformance

because first: I messed up and Second: Time ran out and we had to go to 5th period.
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Anchor #10 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 0
This performance earns the score of 0 on the Performing—Voice Rubric because it does not
complete any of the task requirements. In this performance of a pig, the student does not
effectively use voice projection, expression, articulation, or rate in supporting an animal
character; in fact, there is no animal character shown. Without the effective use of these voice
elements in support of an animal character, no points can be earned on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 0
This performance earns the score of 0 on the Performing—Movement Rubric because it does
not complete any of the task requirements. The performer does not effectively use facial
expressions, gestures, body movements, or blocking in supporting an animal character; in fact,
there is no animal character shown. Without the effective use of these movement elements in
support of an animal character, no points can be earned on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 3
This response earns the score of 3 on the Responding Rubric for completing three of the four
task requirements. The response first meets one task requirement by describing exactly the
process used to develop the audition (picking an animal, considering props and movement).
Additionally, the response meets a second task requirement for identifying two improvements
(“speak louder” and “show more expression”) and a third task requirement for using theatre
vocabulary correctly (audition, movement, expression). No further credit can be awarded
because the response does not give evidence to support the improvements cited. Completing
three of the four task requirements earns the response three points on this rubric.



Purpose of Practice Set and Scoring Table

The practice set of responses is used during scoring practice. Teachers will score the practice
responses before comparing their scores to the Answer Key in the back of the booklet.
Annotations are provided after the Answer Key to explain the rationale for scoring. After
scoring items using the rubrics provided, scores should be entered into the table below.

Performing— Performing—
Voice Score Movement Score Responding Score

Practice #1

Practice #2

Practice #3

Practice #4

Practice #5

Practice #6

Practice #7

Practice #8

Practice #9

Practice #10

36
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Rubrics

Performing—Voice Rubric (1.2) 

4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding of voice
skills by meeting all of the four task requirements listed below:
• uses expression consistently,
• uses projection effectively,
• uses articulation proficiently, and
• uses rate accurately.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding of voice
skills in the audition by meeting three of the four task requirements listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding of voice
skills in the audition by meeting two of the four task requirements listed above.

1 A 1-point response: The student shows a minimal understanding of voice skills in
the audition by meeting one of the four task requirements listed above.

0 A 0-point response: The student shows no understanding of voice skills in the
audition by meeting none of the four task requirements listed above,
OR
The student does not use voice to create an animal character.

Performing—Movement Rubric (1.2) 

4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding of
movement skills by meeting all of the four task requirements listed below:
• uses gestures proficiently,
• uses body movement effectively,
• uses facial expression clearly, and
• uses blocking accurately.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding of
movement skills in the audition by meeting three of the four task requirements
listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding of
movement skills in the audition by meeting two of the four task requirements
listed above.

1 A 1-point response: The student shows a minimal understanding of movement
skills in the audition by meeting one of the four task requirements listed above.

0 A 0-point response: The student shows no understanding of movement skills in the
audition by meeting none of the four task requirements listed above,
OR
The student does not use movement to create an animal character.
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Responding Rubric (2.1) 

4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding of the
creative process in the response by meeting all of the four task requirements listed
below:
• describes fully the process used to develop the audition,
• identifies clearly two ways the performance was improved after feedback,
• gives evidence from the audition to support the improvements, and
• uses theatre vocabulary correctly.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding of the
creative process in the response by meeting three of the four task requirements
listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the
creative process in the response by meeting two of the four task requirements
listed above.

1 A 1-point response: The student demonstrates a minimal understanding of the
creative process in the response by meeting one of the four task requirements listed
above.

0 A 0-point response: The student demonstrates no understanding of the creative
process in the response by meeting none of the four task requirements listed above.
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Training Notes (space available for teacher to take notes)

Practice #1 Training Notes

Practice #2 Training Notes

Practice #3 Training Notes

Practice #4 Training Notes

Practice #5 Training Notes
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Practice #6 Training Notes

Practice #7 Training Notes

Practice #8 Training Notes

Practice #9 Training Notes

Practice #10 Training Notes
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

The process I used to developed my audition was to, first, pick an animal cartoon to use,

second, to think of body gestures to use, and third, dialouge for my animal to use when talking

about animal crackers.

First way: I found out I didn’t use enough time talking about animal crackers, so I 

thought of ways they taste and nutrian for my animal to say.

Second way: Also I found out that my audition would not be long enough, unless if I tried to

extend my time, so I thought about how I could slow down my talking and adding more dialouge

to my audition.

These improvements are well demonstrated in my performances. I ended up talk a little too

fast, but had enough topic to talk about animal crackers. My time was also longer now, first

time was 47 sec my final performance was 1:36 long.

Practice Set
Practice #1
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

The process I used to develop my audition was to act like a frog. Then talk about how you can

eat them with any food. Then I talk about free camera, stickers and other great prices. Eat

snacky crackers they’re great. And great shapes and flavors.

First way: I needed to smile and act more like a frog.

Second way: I need to make frog sounds.

I had accidently forgotten these things. Although I hopped on stage like frog.
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

The process I used to develop my audition involved thinking, practicing, and actually

performing. First, I though about animal characters I could imitate. I thought about the traits

of some animals and decided to be a beaver. Then, I practiced my audition. I worked out a

beaver voice, facial expressions, and movement. Finally, I performed. Using some of the

characteristics and dialogue I had practiced, I finished the process. Clearly, the steps I have

listed helped me develop my audition.

First way: I don’t think I repeated things over and over again in my performance 

after receiving feedback.

Second way: I think I increased the volume of my voice, also.

When I watched my final performance, I noticed both of my improvements. I did not use too

much repetition, and I used enough volume to make myself heard.
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

During the process of developing my audition. There were numerous steps I took 1st 

I was thinking of an animal that was doable + easy enough to act out. 2nd I knew I needed a

knew voice + needed to walk differently I was thinking about a fish but 

I didn’t want a noise a fish made + how they moved. I thought about a animal that everyone

would enjoy to watch.

First way: One way I improved my performance was that I had a new voice. 

I actually had 2 because I went from a baby tiger to a full grown-up tiger.

Second way: Another way I improved was the way I walked since I knew a tiger had 4 legs

I would walk on my hands + knees.

I had the audiences attention + right away the knew I was a tiger.
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

I thought of an animal, then picked a name that starts with that same letter.

First way: I was gone the first day and didn’t have a partner to give me feedback

Second way:
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

I first thought of the animal I was going to portray. Then I decided what I was going to say.

After that I found hand motions to go with what I was saying.

First way: I used more hand movements to visualize what I was saying.

Second way: I actually have a plan of everything I am going to say in the 

performance.

These improvements were demonstrated in my performance by I actually knew what I was

saying so it was easier to focus on the hand movements.
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

I was a kangaroo and I saw a T V show about a kangaroo and I thought it was really

enthousiastic so thats why I was a kangaroo.

First way: My partner told me to speek clear.

Second way: My partner also told me to be more entergetic.

They were demonstrated by jumping really talk and talking as loud as I could.
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

The process I used to audition for “Animal Crackers” inculded, talking with a partner,

discerting lines, and looking over animal-sounds and movements.

First way: The first way my performence was changed after feedback was I made 

my laugh more exaturated.

Second way: The second way my performence was changed after feedback was I constructed

a list of lines that I put together as a skript.

Cleay, I have demonstrated my laugh-in the, benning, middle, and end and have also have a

number of thought threw lines.
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

During the process of my audition I thought about what animal would be recognizable and

would have universal appeal. First, I thought about being a penguin and how they walk.

Penguins waddle and keep their arms to their sides. Secondly, I thought about what they eat. 

I knew that penguins eat fish so in my audition I wanted to go fishing. Thirdly, I knew that

penguins are not mean animals. So during my audition I was happy and smiling. Overall, I

went through many steps to make my audition and animal recognizable and have universal

appeal.

First way: I improved my performance after receiving feedback by adding detail 

to my audition.

Second way: I also improved my performance by looking at my audience which was 

the camera.

How these improvements were demonstrated in my performance was I looked at the camera 

the whole time and by adding more detail. In my performance I went fishing and found animal

crackers.
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

During the process of developing my autition, there were a few steps I had to think about. The

first step I took was to think about my animal’s behavior. I thought that a turkey’s behavior

around thanksgiving would be happily thankful they were still alive. The second step I took was

to recognize a turky’s sounds. Since most turkies say gobble gobble, why wouldn’t I? Last, I

had to think about a turky’s voice. I thought a turky’s voice would Probably be modest if it

weren’t thanksgiving dinner. In conclusion, these were the steps I took to develop my audition

First way: I improved my performance by trying to talk louder so the camera 

microphone picked up what I said.

Second way: I also had to improve on making sure I looked at the camera instead 

of the floor.

My final performance was sucessful because after recieving feedback, I talked loudly and

was aware of my audience.



Answer Key for Practice Set

Performing— Performing—
Voice Score Movement Score Responding Score

Practice #1 4 3 4

Practice #2 3 2 2

Practice #3 4 4 4

Practice #4 3 3 3

Practice #5 2 1 0

Practice #6 4 4 3

Practice #7 2 1 2

Practice #8 4 2 4

Practice #9 4 4 4

Practice #10 2 2 4
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Annotations to Practice Set

Practice #1 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing all four
of the task requirements. In his performance of “Roy the Lion,” the student uses projection
effectively, uses expression consistently, uses articulation proficiently, and uses rate
accurately. Completing all four task requirements earns the performance four points on this
rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
three of the four task requirements. In the performance, the student effectively uses facial
expressions, gestures, and body movements. No further credit can be awarded because the
performer does not effectively use blocking (no use of general space, no traveling). Completing
three of the four task requirements earns the performance three points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 4
This response earns the score of 4 on the Responding Rubric for completing all four of the
task requirements. The response meets the first task requirement by describing exactly the
process used to develop the audition (choosing an animal, adding dialogue and moves).
Additionally, the response meets two more task requirements by identifying two
improvements (thinking of taste/nutrition, making the piece longer) and giving evidence 
from the audition that supports the improvements cited. Finally, the response meets the
fourth task requirement by using theatre vocabulary correctly (audition, gestures, dialogue,
performance). Completing all four task requirements earns the response four points on 
this rubric.
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Practice #2 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing three of
the four task requirements. In the performance, the performer uses projection effectively, uses
articulation proficiently, and uses rate accurately. No further credit can be awarded because
the student does not use expression consistently (in fact, no expression is used). Completing
three of the four task requirements earns the performance three points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
two of the four task requirements. In the performance, the student effectively uses body
movements and blocking, earning two points. No further credit can be awarded because the
performer does not effectively use facial expression (very neutral) or gestures. Completing two
of the four task requirements earns the performance two points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 2
This response earns the score of 2 on the Responding Rubric for completing two of the four
task requirements. The response meets the two task requirements for identifying two
improvements (“smile and act more like a frog,” and make “frog sounds”) and giving evidence
to support the improvements cited (a very honest response). No further credit can be awarded
because the response does not describe exactly the process used to develop the audition (only
two steps are listed) and it does not use theatre vocabulary correctly (nothing specific is used).
Completing two of the four task requirements earns the response two points on this rubric.
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Practice #3 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing all 
four of the task requirements. In the performance, the student uses projection effectively,
uses expression consistently, uses articulation proficiently, and uses rate accurately (varying
her speeds). Completing all four task requirements earns the performance four points on 
this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
all four of the task requirements. In the performance, the student effectively uses facial
expressions (baring teeth), gestures (eating), body movements (scurrying about on all fours),
and blocking. Completing all four task requirements earns the performance four points on
this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 4
This response earns the score of 4 on the Responding Rubric for completing all four of the
task requirements. The response meets the first task requirement by describing exactly the
process used to develop the audition (“thinking, practicing, performing”). Additionally, the
response meets two more task requirements by identifying two improvements (talk louder
and don’t repeat things) and giving evidence from the audition that supports the
improvements cited. Finally, the response meets the fourth task requirement by using 
theatre vocabulary correctly (audition, performing, voice, facial expressions, movement,
dialogue, feedback). Completing all four task requirements earns the response four points on
this rubric.
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Practice #4 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing three of
the four task requirements. In her performance of “Tina the Tiger,” the student uses projection
effectively, uses expression consistently, and uses articulation proficiently. No further credit
can be awarded because the student does not use rate accurately. Completing three of the four
task requirements earns the performance three points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
three of the four task requirements. In the performance, the student uses gestures, body
movements, and blocking (although all three are weak). No further credit can be awarded
because the performer does not effectively use facial expressions. Completing three of the four
task requirements earns the performance three points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 3
This response earns the score of 3 on the Responding Rubric for completing three of the four
task requirements. The response meets one task requirement by describing exactly the
process used to develop the audition (picking an animal, considering voice and movements).
Additionally, the response meets a second task requirement for identifying two improvements
(a new voice, new walk) and a third task requirement for using theatre vocabulary correctly
(audience, voice, character). No further credit can be awarded because the response does not
give evidence to support the improvements cited and the answer does not correlate to the
performance. Completing three of the four task requirements earns the response three points
on this rubric.
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Practice #5 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing two of
the four task requirements. In the performance, the student uses projection effectively and
articulation proficiently. No further credit can be awarded because the student does not use
expression consistently and does not use rate accurately. Completing two of the four task
requirements earns the performance two points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 1
This performance earns the score of 1 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
one of the four task requirements. In the performance, the student meets one task
requirement by effectively using body movements (choosing to kneel only). No further credit
can be awarded because the performance does not include the effective use of facial
expressions, gestures, or blocking (no use of general space). Completing one of the four task
requirements earns the performance one point on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 0
This response earns the score of 0 on the Responding Rubric because it does not complete any
of the task requirements. The response does not completely describe the process used to
develop the audition (three steps are not given), does not identify improvements, and does not
attempt to give evidence in support of improvements. Without completing any of the task
requirements, no points can be earned on this rubric.
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Practice #6 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing all 
four of the task requirements. In her performance, the student uses projection effectively, uses
expression consistently, uses articulation proficiently, and uses rate accurately. Completing all
four task requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
all four of the task requirements. In the performance, the student effectively uses facial
expressions, gestures, body movements, and blocking. Completing all four task requirements
earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 3
This response earns the score of 3 on the Responding Rubric for completing three of the four
task requirements. The response meets the first task requirement by describing exactly the
process used to develop the audition (picking an animal, considering the words and gestures).
Additionally, the response meets two more task requirements by identifying two
improvements (more hand moves and a planned script) and giving evidence from the audition
that supports the improvements cited. No further credit can be awarded because the response
does not use theatre vocabulary correctly. Completing three of the four task requirements
earns the response three points on this rubric.
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Practice #7 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing two of
the four task requirements. In his performance of a kangaroo, the student uses projection
effectively and articulation proficiently. No further credit can be awarded because the student
does not use expression consistently (there are no obvious changes from the boy’s voice) and
does not use rate accurately (it is stagnant). Completing two of the four task requirements
earns the performance two points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 1
This performance earns the score of 1 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
one of the four task requirements. In the performance, the student meets one task
requirement by effectively using body movements. No further credit can be awarded because
the performance does not include the effective use of facial expressions, gestures, or blocking
(no use of general space). Completing one of the four task requirements earns the
performance one point on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 2
This response earns the score of 2 on the Responding Rubric for completing two of the four
task requirements. The response meets the two task requirements for identifying two
improvements (to be clearer and more energetic) and giving evidence to support the
improvements cited. No further credit can be awarded because the response does not describe
exactly the process used to develop the audition (talked about choosing the kangaroo only, not
the process) and it does not use theatre vocabulary correctly. Completing two of the four task
requirements earns the response two points on this rubric.
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Practice #8 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing all four
of the task requirements. In his performance as a hyena, the student uses projection
effectively, uses expression consistently (notably when laughing like the animal), uses
articulation proficiently, and uses rate accurately. Completing all four task requirements
earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
two of the four task requirements. In the performance, the student effectively uses facial
expressions and body movements (his head going up and down), earning two points. No
further credit can be awarded because the performer does not effectively use gestures or
blocking (he stayed in place on the stage). Completing two of the four task requirements earns
the performance two points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 4
This response earns the score of 4 on the Responding Rubric for completing all four of the
task requirements. The response meets the first task requirement by describing exactly the
process used to develop the audition (talking to a partner, running lines, adding animal
moves). Additionally, the response meets two more task requirements by identifying two
improvements (exaggerate the laugh and list lines for the script) and giving evidence from the
audition that supports the improvements cited. Finally, the response meets the fourth task
requirement by using theatre vocabulary correctly (audition, performance, movement).
Completing all four task requirements earns the response four points on this rubric.
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Practice #9 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing all 
four of the task requirements. In her performance of “Penelope the Penguin,” the student uses
projection effectively, uses expression consistently (it was “deee-licious!”), uses articulation
proficiently, and uses rate accurately (varying her speeds). Completing all four task
requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
all four of the task requirements. In the performance, the student effectively uses facial
expressions, gestures (fishing motions, eating crackers), body movements (waddling like a
penguin), and blocking (traveling through space). Completing all four task requirements earns
the performance four points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 4
This response earns the score of 4 on the Responding Rubric for completing all four of the
task requirements. The response meets the first task requirement by describing exactly the
process used to develop the audition (selected animal, worked on walk, eating, and its “. . .
universal appeal”). Additionally, the response meets two more task requirements by
identifying two improvements (add detail and look at the camera) and giving evidence from
the audition that supports the improvements cited. Finally, the response meets the fourth
task requirement by using theatre vocabulary correctly (performance, feedback, character).
Completing all four task requirements earns the response four points on this rubric.
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Practice #10 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing two of
the four task requirements. In her performance of a turkey, the student uses projection
effectively and articulation proficiently. No further credit can be awarded because the student
does not use expression consistently (none is shown) and does not use rate accurately (the
pauses are not intentional). Completing two of the four task requirements earns the
performance two points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
two of the four task requirements. In the performance, the student effectively uses gestures
(eating) and body movements (walking, trotting like a turkey), earning two points. No further
credit can be awarded because the performer does not effectively use facial expressions
(remaining neutral throughout) or blocking (she stays in place on the stage). Completing two
of the four task requirements earns the performance two points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 4
This response earns the score of 4 on the Responding Rubric for completing all four of the
task requirements. The response meets the first task requirement by describing exactly the
process used to develop the audition (thinking of animal behaviors, sounds, voices).
Additionally, the response meets two more task requirements by identifying two
improvements (talking louder, looking at camera) and giving evidence from the audition that
supports the improvements cited (“I talked loudly and was aware of the audience”). Finally,
the response meets the fourth task requirement by using theatre vocabulary correctly
(audition, performance, feedback). Completing all four task requirements earns the response
four points on this rubric.



Purpose of Qualifying Set and Scoring Table

The qualifying set of responses is used to determine a scorer’s consistency with scores
provided by scoring experts. Teachers will score the qualifying responses before comparing
their scores to the Answer Key in the back of the booklet. Annotations are provided after the
Answer Key to explain the rationale for scoring. After scoring items using the rubrics
provided, scores should be entered into the table below.

Performing— Performing—
Voice Score Movement Score Responding Score

Qualifying #1

Qualifying #2

Qualifying #3

Qualifying #4

Qualifying #5

Qualifying #6

Qualifying #7

Qualifying #8

Qualifying #9

Qualifying #10
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Rubrics

Performing—Voice Rubric (1.2) 

4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding of voice
skills by meeting all of the four task requirements listed below:
• uses expression consistently,
• uses projection effectively,
• uses articulation proficiently, and
• uses rate accurately.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding of voice
skills in the audition by meeting three of the four task requirements listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding of voice
skills in the audition by meeting two of the four task requirements listed above.

1 A 1-point response: The student shows a minimal understanding of voice skills in
the audition by meeting one of the four task requirements listed above.

0 A 0-point response: The student shows no understanding of voice skills in the
audition by meeting none of the four task requirements listed above,
OR
The student does not use voice to create an animal character.

Performing—Movement Rubric (1.2) 

4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding of
movement skills by meeting all of the four task requirements listed below:
• uses gestures proficiently,
• uses body movement effectively,
• uses facial expression clearly, and
• uses blocking accurately.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding of
movement skills in the audition by meeting three of the four task requirements
listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding of
movement skills in the audition by meeting two of the four task requirements
listed above.

1 A 1-point response: The student shows a minimal understanding of movement
skills in the audition by meeting one of the four task requirements listed above.

0 A 0-point response: The student shows no understanding of movement skills in the
audition by meeting none of the four task requirements listed above,
OR
The student does not use movement to create an animal character.
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Responding Rubric (2.1) 

4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding of the
creative process in the response by meeting all of the four task requirements listed
below:
• describes fully the process used to develop the audition,
• identifies clearly two ways the performance was improved after feedback,
• gives evidence from the audition to support the improvements, and
• uses theatre vocabulary correctly.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding of the
creative process in the response by meeting three of the four task requirements
listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding of the
creative process in the response by meeting two of the four task requirements
listed above.

1 A 1-point response: The student demonstrates a minimal understanding of the
creative process in the response by meeting one of the four task requirements listed
above.

0 A 0-point response: The student demonstrates no understanding of the creative
process in the response by meeting none of the four task requirements listed above.
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Training Notes (space available for teacher to take notes)

Qualifying #1 Training Notes

Qualifying #2 Training Notes

Qualifying #3 Training Notes

Qualifying #4 Training Notes

Qualifying #5 Training Notes
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Qualifying #6 Training Notes

Qualifying #7 Training Notes

Qualifying #8 Training Notes

Qualifying #9 Training Notes

Qualifying #10 Training Notes
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

I wanted to act a squirrle since the begining I just wasn’t sure what kind of cracker I

should advertise, but eventualy I thought up “artificial acorns” and that seemed to work fine.

First way: The feedback I received was that I was talking to fast, even though the 

character I played talked fast the adience still needed to understand me.

Second way: the second feedback I received was to add a little more character, so I added

some more movements, but not to many.

The two improvements I made were lowering my rate of talking, and adding more gestures so I

did that in my final performance.

Qualifying Set
Qualifying #1



Qualifying #2
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

My animal was a crow. I chose a crow because it rymes with my name, and first I choose to

talk about how healthy they were first I also talked about or described their texture. And I

ended it by saying that they are good!

First way: The first way that I improved my performance after receiving feedback 

by makeing more movements.

Second way: The second way, is I talked about how good they are and I spoke really loud

so I could be heard.

These improvements were demonstraded in my final performance because I made lots of

movements and I was really loud.



Qualifying #3
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

The process I used to develope my audition was to listen to my partner, and take his or her

directions to have a good preformance.

First way: The first way I used to improve my preformance was movement, because 

a frog doesn’t really move very much, my frog character hopped around more after 

I worked I movement more.

Second way: Another way I used to improve my preformance was, props. Because 

I didn’t use any props. I could of used the animal craker box.

These improvements demonstrated in my final preformene, wern’t very good, my voice people

could hear me a know what I was talking about. But next time I do something like this I need

to work on my face expressions, and my props



Qualifying #4
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

The prcoss to develop my audition started out with finding my animal. I foced on the charistics

of a hamster. I found out that they lick themselves and if they could talk they would studder.

Animals are quite hard to portray but it helps to do it with a partner.

First way: He told me to clean myself if I forget my lines to make my proformance 

better

Second way: At first I talked regular but than my partner told me to talk faster and that

I should stutter.

These improvements are shown in my preformance because I do these action regularly but I

also through in some of my own touch to make it better.



Qualifying #5
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

The process that I used to create my audition required finding different animals and

comparing them and deciding which one would be more appealing. I decided to be a duck and

speak in a louder, clearer voice than I normally use.

First way: Making knuckles talk louder and be more bold Duck humer was not necessarily 

the same as a humans

Second way: I could walk more like a duck. I decided that I would shape my feet inwards

and than put my knees together

My improvements were demonstrated when you could tell I looked a lot more like a duck. You

could also feel that I was a little more enthusiastic.



Qualifying #6
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

The process I used to develop my audition involved thinking about various anamial traits. First

I thought about an anamial well suited for a anamial craker compny. I picked a kangroo

because they are fun. They are also energetic. Next I thought of a good voice. Kangroo voices

have to be austrailaion. They also have to be high pitched. Finally I thought about how it would

move. Kangroos bounce alot. They also would smile. As you can see there are many traits to

think about when developing your uadition.

First way: I cannot answer these questions because I was not here the day we worked with

partners.

Second way:

I can not answer this question because I was gone the day we worked with partners.



1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

Qualifying #7

73

While I was preparing my character for my audition I considered numerous factors

about my character. The first step I took in the process was: to establish a voice for my

character. My seal character needed an enthusiastic and friendly tone. 

The second factor I thought about was the movement. I felt I should do tricks (such as

balancing a cracker): since I have former knowledge of seals. That includes seals at circuses

doing tricks. 

The next step that was included in my process was sounds. I once saw a movie where a

seal made an “art-art” noise. So I incorporated that sound into my audition. 

The fourth step was to create gestures that defined my character. Considering the fact

that seals have flippers I clapped my hands together trying to mock an actual seals gestures. 

During the process of developing my audition I took several steps to portray my

character successfully.

First way: After receiving feedback there were two ways that I improved my performance. 

The first was I used better volume. At first my voice couldn’t be heard from the audience

but after reviewing my audition with my partner I was able to enhance my volume.

Second way: The second way was the idea to incorporate tricks into my skit. This gave an

even better definition that I was a seal because it was a seal characteristic.

During my audition there were two improvements noticeable that improved my performance.

(After receiving feedback.)
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3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

Qualifying #7

Many improvements I made were demonstrated correctly in my final audition. 

One of the improvements demonstrated being that I used good articulation. Everyone

understood clearly what I was saying even after I changed my voice. 

The second improvement shown was my movements. They were all in a seal-like nature and

represented my character well. 

The third improvement was the tricks. They allowed people to understand more fully that I

was a seal. 

I also used good volume. Everyone could hear me even from the back of the room.



Qualifying #8
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

To create the audition for the Animal crackers I used these steps. I chose a cool intelegent

mascot that is respected. I then wanted to create something familier so I thought of something

like a sports news flash.

First way: I changed how I spoke to something more news caster like.

Second way: I made use of my hands by holding the signs and props

I spoke slower and clearer and deeper while showing off the signs and props to my audience.



Qualifying #9
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1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

I gave what I thought was a good performance. Then I asked how to improve it to my partner.

I worked on it to make it better with the Feed From back From my partner as to how to be a

better sloth. Then I did my Final performance

First way: I spoke clearer. I also projected more.

Second way: Gave me a new idea to say they give you energy and show that the 

crackers do.

These improvements were demonstrated by showing the energy of the cracker, projecting, and

speaking clearer.



1) Describe the process you used to develop your audition.

2) In what two ways did you improve your performance after receiving feedback?

3) How were these improvements demonstrated in your final performance?

Qualifying #10
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The first part of my process to develop your audition was to think of all the animals I could

portray well. I then came up with ideas for things a cat would do. I watched my friends cats

and commercials with cats to get a feel for real cat-like movements. I then thought about the

behavior of a cat. Cats tend to act spoiled and generally above it all, so I decided to make

myself a spoiled cat staying in a hotel. I also decided to keep my voice the same.

First way: The first suggestion my partner gave was to make my performance longer. So I

decided to add a choice between two different types of cracker.

Second way: The second critique I recieved was that my movements while crawling weren’t

cat-like. So I decided to eliminate crawling all together.

The improvements I made ultimately legnthened my performance & got rid of unneccisary

movement.
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Answer Key for Qualifying Set

Performing— Performing—
Voice Score Movement Score Responding Score

Qualifying #1 3 2 3

Qualifying #2 4 3 4

Qualifying #3 3 1 3

Qualifying #4 4 4 4

Qualifying #5 4 3 2

Qualifying #6 3 1 1

Qualifying #7 4 4 4

Qualifying #8 0 0 4

Qualifying #9 3 3 4

Qualifying #10 4 3 4



Annotations to Qualifying Set

Qualifying #1 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing three 
of the four task requirements. In the performance of a squirrel, the student uses expression
consistently, uses articulation proficiently, and uses rate accurately (all three are very strong).
No further credit can be awarded because the student does not use projection effectively (the
words cannot always be heard). Completing three of the four task requirements earns the
performance three points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
two of the four task requirements. In the performance, the student effectively uses facial
expressions and gestures, earning two points. No further credit can be awarded because the
performer does not effectively use body movements or blocking (he holds still throughout).
Completing two of the four task requirements earns the performance two points on this
rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 3
This response earns the score of 3 on the Responding Rubric for completing three of the four
task requirements. The response first meets two task requirements by identifying two
improvements (not talking too fast and adding movements) and giving evidence from the
audition that supports the improvements cited (he attempted to lower rate and add gestures).
Additionally, the response meets a third task requirement by using theatre vocabulary
correctly (feedback, character, movements, gestures, performance). No further credit can be
awarded because the response does not describe at least three steps of the process used to
develop the audition (only the animal and a cracker are mentioned). Completing three of the
four task requirements earns the response three points on this rubric.
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Qualifying #2 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing all four
of the task requirements. In this performance of a crow, the student uses projection effectively,
uses expression consistently, uses articulation proficiently, and uses rate accurately.
Completing all four task requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
three of the four task requirements. In the performance, the student effectively uses facial
expressions, gestures, and blocking. No further credit can be awarded because the performer
does not effectively use body movements (movement is limited to the arms). Completing three
of the four task requirements earns the performance three points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 4
This response earns the score of 4 on the Responding Rubric for completing all four of the
task requirements. The response meets the first task requirement by describing exactly the
process used to develop the audition (selecting an animal, considering texture and health).
Additionally, the response meets two more task requirements by identifying two
improvements (to add more movement and talk loud) and giving evidence from the audition
that supports the improvements cited (she is loud and does move). Finally, the response meets
the fourth task requirement by using theatre vocabulary correctly (performance, feedback,
movements). Completing all four task requirements earns the response four points on 
this rubric.



Qualifying #3 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing three 
of the four task requirements. In her performance of a frog, the student uses projection
effectively, uses expression consistently, and uses articulation proficiently. No further credit
can be awarded because the student does not use rate accurately (the fast-talking was not
character related, simply the byproduct of an animated student). Completing three of the four
task requirements earns the performance three points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 1
This performance earns the score of 1 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
one of the four task requirements. In the performance, the student meets one task
requirement by effectively using gestures (pointing, arm movements). No further credit can 
be awarded because the performance does not include the effective use of facial expressions
(not character related), body movements (stationary the whole time), or blocking (no use of
general space). Completing one of the four task requirements earns the performance one point
on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 3
This response earns the score of 3 on the Responding Rubric for completing three of the four
task requirements. The response first meets two task requirements by identifying two
improvements (adding movement, hops, and props) and giving evidence from the audition 
that supports the improvements cited (because those things “wern’t very good” originally).
Additionally, the response meets a third task requirement by using theatre vocabulary
correctly (audition, performance, movement, character, props, expression). No further credit
can be awarded because the response does not describe at least three steps of the process 
used to develop the audition (only listening to a partner is mentioned). Completing three of
the four task requirements earns the response three points on this rubric.
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Qualifying #4 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing all 
four of the task requirements. In his performance of a hamster, the student uses projection
effectively, uses expression consistently, uses articulation proficiently, and uses rate accurately
(talking fast as a character choice). Completing all four task requirements earns the
performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
all four of the task requirements. In the performance, the student effectively uses facial
expressions (large eyes, smiling, blinking), gestures (rubbing face, eating soup), body
movements (turning both directions), and blocking (minimally, but there is dancing and
traveling). Completing all four task requirements earns the performance four points on 
this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 4
This response earns the score of 4 on the Responding Rubric for completing all four of the
task requirements. The response meets the first task requirement by describing exactly the
process used to develop the audition (finding animal, working on movements and voice).
Additionally, the response meets two more task requirements by identifying two
improvements (a suggestion that the hamster should clean himself and talk fast/stutter) and
giving evidence from the audition that supports the improvements cited. Finally, the response
meets the fourth task requirement by using theatre vocabulary correctly (audition, portray,
work with partner, lines, actions, characteristics). Completing all four task requirements earns
the response four points on this rubric.



Qualifying #5 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing all 
four of the task requirements. In this performance of “Knuckles the Duck,” the student uses
projection effectively, uses expression consistently, uses articulation proficiently, and uses rate
accurately. Completing all four task requirements earns the performance four points on 
this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
three of the four task requirements. In the performance, the student effectively uses facial
expressions, gestures (for using arms), and blocking. No further credit can be awarded
because the performer does not effectively use body movements (does not incorporate body
movement other than the arms). Completing three of the four task requirements earns the
performance three points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 2
This response earns the score of 2 on the Responding Rubric for completing two of the four
task requirements. The response meets the two task requirements for identifying two
improvements (louder quacks and more “bold duck humer”) and giving evidence to support
the improvements cited (she shaped her feet inward like a duck and looked “more like a
duck”). No further credit can be awarded because the response does not describe exactly the
process used to develop the audition (only two steps are listed), and it does not use theatre
vocabulary correctly (nothing specific is used). Completing two of the four task requirements
earns the response two points on this rubric.
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Qualifying #6 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing three of
the four task requirements. In his performance of a Donald Duck-like creature, the student
(minimally) uses projection, expression, and rate. No further credit can be awarded because
the student does not use articulation proficiently (the choice of a duck voice makes
understanding difficult). Completing three of the four task requirements earns the
performance three points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 1
This performance earns the score of 1 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
one of the four task requirements. In the performance, the student meets one task
requirement by effectively using gestures (minimally). No further credit can be awarded
because the performance does not include the effective use of facial expressions, body
movements, or blocking (no use of general space). Completing one of the four task
requirements earns the performance one point on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 1
This response earns the score of 1 on the Responding Rubric for completing one of the four
task requirements. The response meets the one task requirement for describing exactly the
process used to create the audition (animal traits, voices, and moves are discussed). No
further credit can be awarded because the student does not identify improvements, does not
give evidence to support the improvements cited, and does not use any specific theatre
vocabulary. Completing one of the four task requirements earns the response one point on 
this rubric.



Qualifying #7 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing all four
of the task requirements. In her performance of “Oscar the Seal,” the student uses projection
effectively, uses expression consistently (notably through the use of an accent and different
voices), uses articulation proficiently, and uses rate accurately. Completing all four task
requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
all four of the task requirements. In the performance, the student effectively uses facial
expressions (although the face make-up made assessing this problematic), gestures (clapping
like a seal), body movements (walking on knees), and blocking. Completing all four task
requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 4
This response earns the score of 4 on the Responding Rubric for completing all four of the
task requirements. The response meets the first task requirement by describing exactly the
process used to develop the audition (discusses the voice, movement, sounds, and gestures to
be used). Additionally, the response meets two more task requirements by identifying two
improvements (better volume, adding tricks) and giving evidence from the audition that
supports the improvements cited. Finally, the response meets the fourth task requirement by
using theatre vocabulary correctly (audition, gestures, movement, portray, character,
articulation, volume). Completing all four task requirements earns the response four points on
this rubric.
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Qualifying #8 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 0
This performance earns the score of 0 on the Performing—Voice Rubric because it does not
complete any of the task requirements. In this performance of a sportscaster, the student does
not effectively use voice projection, expression, articulation, or rate in supporting an animal
character. In fact, there is no animal character shown, and the student is portraying a
sportscaster. Without the effective use of these voice elements in support of an animal
character, no points can be earned on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 0
This performance earns the score of 0 on the Performing—Movement Rubric because it does
not complete any of the task requirements. The performer does not effectively use facial
expressions, gestures, body movements, or blocking in supporting an animal character. There
is no animal character shown. Without the effective use of these movement elements in
support of an animal character, no points can be earned on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 4
This response earns the score of 4 on the Responding Rubric for completing all four of the
task requirements. The response meets the first task requirement by describing exactly the
process used to develop the audition (by choosing a portrayal, creating something “familier”).
Additionally, the response meets two more task requirements by identifying two
improvements (changing speech, holding signs/props) and giving evidence from the audition
that supports the improvements cited (by performing slower, clearer, and deeper). Finally, the
response meets the fourth task requirement by using theatre vocabulary correctly (props,
audience, create). Completing all four task requirements earns the response four points on
this rubric.



Qualifying #9 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing three 
of the four task requirements. In his performance of a sloth, the student uses projection
effectively, uses expression consistently, and uses articulation proficiently, earning three
points. No further credit can be awarded because rate is not used accurately (the speed is not
related to the character choice of sloth). Completing three of the four task requirements earns
the performance three points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
three of the four task requirements. In the performance, the student effectively uses gestures,
body movements, and blocking. No further credit can be awarded because the performer does
not effectively use facial expressions (minimal facial work). Completing three of the four task
requirements earns the performance three points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 4
This response earns the score of 4 on the Responding Rubric for completing all four of the
task requirements. The response meets the first task requirement by describing exactly the
process used to develop the audition (performing, getting feedback, making changes, and
performing anew). Additionally, the response meets two more task requirements by
identifying two improvements (speak clearer, project more) and giving evidence from the
audition that supports the improvement. Finally, the response meets the fourth task
requirement by using theatre vocabulary correctly (performance, projected). Completing all
four task requirements earns the response four points on this rubric.
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Qualifying #10 Annotation

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for completing all four
of the task requirements. In her performance of “Kitty Catty,” the student uses projection
effectively, uses expression consistently (notably through the use of a haughty voice), uses
articulation proficiently, and uses rate accurately. Completing all four task requirements
earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for completing
three of the four task requirements. In the performance, the student effectively uses facial
expressions, gestures (cleans self, eats), and body movements (crawling on floor). No further
credit can be awarded because the performer does not effectively use blocking (no use of
general space, no traveling). Completing three of the four task requirements earns the
performance three points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 4
This response earns the score of 4 on the Responding Rubric for completing all four of the
task requirements. The response meets the first task requirement by describing exactly the
process used to develop the audition (picking an animal, considering behavior and voice).
Additionally, the response meets two more task requirements by identifying two
improvements (make the performance longer and move more “cat-like”) and giving evidence
from the audition that supports the improvements cited. Finally, the response meets the
fourth task requirement by using theatre vocabulary correctly (audition, portray, movements,
voice). Completing all four task requirements earns the response four points on this rubric.
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